MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY

(Department of Industrial Development)

CORRIGENDUM

New Delhi, the 19th August, 1991

S.O. 532(E).—In the notification of Government of India, Ministry of Industry (Department of Industrial Development) No. S.O. 477(E) dated 2134 GI/91
the 25th July, 1991, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II Section 3, Sub-Section (ii) dated the 25th July, 1991—

(1) In para 1, of the said notification, in line 4 for the letter "B" appearing in bracket with notification No. S.O. 201, read letter "E".

(2) In para II, the last sentence of A(ii) shall be read as "This condition shall not apply to".

(3) The heading given to Schedule I "PROPOSED LIST OF INDUSTRIES TO BE RESERVED FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR" shall be substituted by the heading "LIST OF INDUSTRIES RESERVED FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR".
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L. MANSINGH, Jt. Secy.